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Abstract

Most system architects don’t feel at home in management teams or meetings. The other way around managers often see architects as a mixed blessing and don’t perceive them as peer manager. The relation of the architect with the manager is full of tension. This intermezzo reflects on the underlying causes of this tension, in the hope to enable a better relationship. An improved relationship is important for a company, because manager and architect are quite complementary, both are required for success.
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1 Introduction

The relation between managers and systems architects somehow tends to be somewhat difficult. This is not desired, since we position the systems architects as part of the leadership of an organization.

In this intermezzo we look at managers and architects in a generalized way. Generalizations are always risky; the purpose of this generalization is to better understand the inherent tensions between architects and managers. No “real” architect nor manager will exactly look like the generalization in this intermezzo.

2 What is a Manager?

A manager is someone who manages everything needed to get a task executed. The manager has the responsibility for the task. The responsibility comes with the required authority to do the task. Every Process in the simplified business decomposition in ?? and ?? generally has a manager associated with the process who is responsible for the execution of that process. Often these tasks are further decomposed with managers associated with every subtask.

Systems architects frequently encounter the managers shown in Figure 1.

3 Comparison of Architect and Manager

Figure 2 shows a comparison between architects and managers for 6 different aspects: responsibility, view on solutions, view on changes, personal characteristics, leadership values, and personal ambition.
3.1 Responsibility

Managers have a well-defined responsibility, related to their function. In most organizations managers also are empowered accordingly. The scope of responsibility is limited, the total responsibility is divided over many managers.

The responsibility of the architect is much more fuzzy, see ?? For every aspect the architect is working on there is some manager who has the formal responsibility for that specific subject. The architect has limited formal power. At the other hand architects have a lot of informal influence.

3.2 View on Solutions

The view on solutions is quite different. The architect partially trusts his or her intuition, looking for the notion of an elegant solution. The word elegant can cover many aspects, such as: balanced, simple, beautiful. As representative of the stakeholders the architect will guard the fitness for use, is it the “right” solution? At the same time the architect will place the solution in a time perspective, is the solution “future proof”?

Most managers stay close to their task and responsibility. A solution that matches the specification is by definition good. If there are no complaints, then there is no problem.
3.3 View on Changes

Architects (ought to) spend a significant part of their time in the turbulent outside world, inhabited with demanding customers in changing markets with aggressive inventive competitors, and innovative suppliers. At the same time architects are active in the company across many internal boundaries, enabling architects to detect, analyze and to help solving many internal problems. Architects are continuously confronted with situations where change is required. The internal and the external world are highly dynamic, causing need for change everywhere. Architects see changes as a fact of life.

Managers tend to take an opposite view on the need for change caused by the limited scope and the heavy weight of the responsibility of their task results. Managers have experienced that changes always introduce problems, involve uncertainties, and trigger more changes. The resulting behavior is to avoid changes.footnote Keep aware that we discuss caricatures of architects and managers. In practice there are many (bad) architects behaving very conservative.

3.4 Personal Characteristics

Managers are control minded, managers like to be in control of the task being performed; that is exactly their job. Managers demand conformance as a means to be in control. The people working at a task have to conform to the way the manager wants to perform the task.

Architects have an entirely different personality. Architects need independence and curiosity to be able to act as representative of the stakeholders. At the same time architects need to be critical, is this the best way to do address the task?

3.5 Leadership Values

Many organizations still think in hierarchical terms. Hence the manager is seen as the person who sets the direction. However, it is questionable if managers do have the appropriate knowledge and vision to determine the direction.

Architects have a broad perspective and know how, while (good) architects also have vision. This is a natural combination to provide true leadership.

Some architects are handicapped by an introvert personality making it difficult to “sell” the vision and to take the leaders position. It will be clear that team-work of manager and architect will work wonders in such a case.

3.6 Personal Ambition

The personal ambition of managers and architects are opposite as well. Many managers are driven by normal career incentives: higher position, power, status
and more money. Architects seem to be driven by the case at hand, they want to achieve the “best” solution.

This difference in ambition makes the architect difficult to control, because architects are rather insensitive for the normal incentives, such as promotions and salary raises.

4 How to improve the relationship

The starting point for any solution is the recognition of the problem. This intermezzo is primarily provided to create awareness of the problem that there is tension between architects and managers. No silver bullets are given here as solution.

A quite promising direction to address this problem is modern management techniques, see Figure 3 for a list of suggestions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Empowerment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delegation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership instead of task-driven management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process orientation instead of hierarchical organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Respect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition of diversity and nonconformity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse Appraisal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulating open communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: List of modern management techniques that can be used to improve the relation between managers and architects

The architect plays a vital role in bootstrapping these management techniques. In many techniques the architect plays the role of catalyst due to the combination of personal characteristics such as independence and know how. If the architect hides in technological solutions, then the architect does not trigger the required change.

We can also work at both sides to improve this relationship. Architects can be stuck in the solution world with little attention for all non technical aspects that determine the architecture. A vital step is that architects learn to communicate better what the impact of technical choices is on the less technical business aspects. Once architects are able to communicate more clearly with managers, then their recognition and influence will increase. See the next chapter for a further elaboration.

Many managers do not know what to expect from architects. It helps managers if they do understand the role of the architects better, so that they can ask the right questions and provide coaching. This book can be used in courses directed to management teams to help them to understand the architecting role.
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